
Happy 2020 from Ministry of Mercy! 
With great excitement we congratulate you for a successful entry into the new 
year. It’s not just a new year, it’s a new decade! We wish you a great and 
fulfilling year/decade ahead. We pray that God the maker of 2020 will make it 
into a vehicle of blessings for you. 

 

It is also quite symbolic for us at Ministry of Mercy that MoM Medical Center 
had her first child delivery for the year 2020 on the first day of the year. 
Annabel is her name, born through a cesarean section on account delayed onset 
of labor and a previous cesarean section scar. Her expected day of delivery 
(EDD) was 13th day of December 2019 but labor never came. Beyond the EDD, 
such women can be given a chance up to 2 more weeks to see if labor would 
start spontaneously. Her extra two weeks elapsed but labor was not 
forthcoming. Her previous cesarean section scar on the uterus would not let us 
induce labor for her. Another C-section was the way forward. A few hitches led 
to a little more delay and eventually surgery took place on January 1, 2020. She 
was delivered of a live baby girl weighing 3.9kg. Mother and baby are doing 
well. Could it be that Annabel noticed from heaven that 2020 is going to be a 



great year and decided to wait till new year day? Then she is right. The name 
Annabel in Hebrew means “He (God) has favored me”.  

                                    

The secretary to the state government paid a visit to our medical center on this 
particular day to mark the new year celebration. She visited baby Annabel. 
God has indeed favored Annabel. 

We chose to say that God has favored Ministry of Mercy and her partners and 
friends like you this year. We pray for a rain of divine favors this year in Jesus 
name. 

 

 

 

Sincerely Yours, 
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On behalf of 

Mr. Daniel Aduojo Edeh 
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